
Yoga with Megan
Quick Guide



EveryBody Yoga with Megan

Thank you for your interest in yoga and EveryBody Yoga with Megan. This quick
guide is meant to help give you access and ease to yoga poses and concepts I
tend to use in my practice offerings.

First, I want to say welcome. Whether you are an experienced yogi or someone who
has maybe, kinda, sorta, thought about the possibility of one day practicing, you
are welcome here. 

I believe in the wholeness of yoga. A practice should leave your body and mind
feeling changed. My goal is to share tidbits of information, that I know, in sound
bite offerings to help strategically open your body and mind. 

We are all students and teachers alike. I prefer our practices to be a conversation,
so please feel free to email or message any questions or requests. 



Yoga Mat Map

From the top of the mat (the short end) envision as clock face. 

12 o’clock is the top short edge of the mat. 
3 o’clock is the right long edge of the mat.
6 o’clock is the back short edge of the mat. 
9 o’clock is the left long edge of the mat.

This reference will allow you to quickly understand directionality of feet, knees,
etc. 



Sun Salutation A / Surya Namaskar

Historically, sun salutations were meant to be practiced first thing in the
morning, on an empty stomach, before any other activity. The premise was to
increase circulation and begin your day in a heightened state of awareness and
openness.  

In a modern yoga practice, many styles open their practice with 3-6 Sun
Salutation A’s to open the body, build heat, and help the practitioner come into
a more present state of mind.

There are a few different sun salutation variations and different options to help
make the flow accessible to every human.

A traditional Sun Salutation A is as follows:

Mountain Pose, Forward Fold Pose, Low Lunge Pose, Downward Facing Dog
Pose, Push up, Upward Facing Dog Pose, Low Lunge Pose, Forward Fold Pose,
and Mountain Pose. 

Don’t worry if that sounded like gibberish, I will explain more in the pages to
follow. 



Sun Salutation B / Surya Namaskar B

Just like with the Sun Salutation A, the
Sun Salutation B is meant to link
breath and body in a flow of
movements. It is a moving meditation,
or if you are religious, a moving prayer. 

The ability to know what is coming in a
set series of poses allows us to settle.
We can focus on our form and breath
instead of anticipating the next
movement. When we anticipate, we are
taken out of the present moment and
are moved into future thinking. 

There is some disagreement over the
age of the creation of Sun Salutation B
and whether it is harmful to novice yogis. 

I believe that with proper training &
focus, an inquiring mind, and coming
from a place of possibility all things are
made possible for all people. 

A traditional Sun Salutation B is as
follows:

Downward Facing Dog Pose, Chair
Pose, Forward Fold Pose, Right Leg
Forward Warrior I, flow to Downward
Facing Dog Pose, to Left Leg Forward
Warrior I, flow to Downward Facing Dog. 



Moon Salutation / Chanda Namaskar
This quieting/calming sequence is meant to offer a cooling balance to Sun
Salutation A. It is intended to be practiced at night before bed to soothe us into
rest. 

The flow is a great compliment to the front/back stretching of the Sun
Salutation A. The lateral side flexion helps complete the day and balance the
body. 

A traditional Moon Salutation is as follows:

Tadasana Pose, Side Stretch to Right and Left, Goddess Pose, Left Side Triangle
Pose, Pyramid Pose, Low Crescent Lunge Pose, Ninja Squat Pose, then reverse
it all on the other side (starting with right Ninja Squat, etc). 



Mountain Pose / Tadasana
This is the pose that we use anytime we are
standing, both on and off the mat.
Energetically, it is how we choose to approach
the world around us. 

In a healthy Tadasana posture, your feet are
facing True North (12 o’clock). This is already
setting you up on an intentional path forward. 

Feet

12 o’clock with even weight distribution (if your
ankles tend to roll in our out, pick up all your
toes and drop just your big toe, this will begin
to correct alignment).

Knees

5-8% bent, should be soft behind the legs.

Hips

Stack over the knees with a neutral pelvis (a lot of people tend to “dump” their
hips forward creating strain on the low back, so play with tilting your pelvis
forward and backwards until you feel length.)

Shoulders

Stack over the hips, be aware, are your shoulders softly drawing down your back
and towards your spine? We don’t need shoulders as earrings. 

Head Is reaching up to the sky with the chin parallel to the floor.

Eyes Are focused straight ahead. 



Downward Facing Dog /
Adho Mukha S(h)vasana

This pose can be performed on a wall or on the ground, based on your mobility
needs. This pose is considered a “home base” pose, you can take it at any point
in the practice when you need active rest. It is a form of inversion, so if one is
new to practice it can make one lightheaded. 

Feet

Knees

Hips

Shoulders

Are hips width or wider (give yourself a healthy base), one day your heels might
touch the ground, but there is no need to worry about that today, or any day.

are soft with up to a 30% bend based on your flexibility.

Reach up to the sky with the tail bone lifting and the bowl of the pelvis tilting
over the hips.

Are wrapping together and away from the ears, shine your elbows in toward
your face and then out away from your face. 

Hands

Are shoulder width or wider with your ring finger at 12 o’clock. There should not
be excessive weight on the hands (this will hurt the wrists), if you notice wrist
discomfort press the floor away and remove any bend in the wrist (straight line
from fingertips to shoulders).



Head

Eyes 

Is hanging down, ears in line with upper arm bones.

Looking at the ground between your feet. 



Rag Doll / Baddha Hasta Uttanasana
From Tadasana Pose, shift your weight 80% to the balls of the feet and hinge at
the waist. Let the torso hang heavy over the thighs. 

Feet

Knees

Hips

Shoulders

Head

Eyes 

12 o’clock with even weight distribution (if your ankles tend to roll in our out, pick
up all your toes and drop just your big toe, this will begin to correct alignment).

10-20% bent, should be soft behind the legs and as bent as needed to rest the
belly on the thighs.

Tailbone is lifting upward so the tops of the hips are pointing toward the ground.

Shoulders are soft. You can bend at the
elbows grabbing the opposite side or let
your arms hang heavy. 

Head is reaching down, back of neck is
soft, chin tucking toward chest. 

are soft or even closed.



Upward Facing Dog /
Urdhva Mukha Shvanasana

From laying belly on the ground, bring hands under shoulders and lift the torso. 

Feet

Knees

Hips

Shoulders

Head

Eyes 

all toes are pressing into the ground with tops of the feet pressing down.

are straight.

are lifted, and the low back is broadening.

Shoulders are soft and coming down and together, away from the ears. Lift
chest up to not dump into wrists. 

reaches away from the shoulders; chin can lift or not.  

 are focused ahead or slightly up. 



Cobra Pose / Bhujangasana
From laying belly on the ground, bring hands under shoulders and lift the torso
with bent elbows.

Feet

Knees

Hips

Shoulders

Head

Eyes 

 all toes are pressing into the ground with tops of the feet pressing down.

 are straight.

 press down, and the low back is broadening.

Shoulders are soft and coming down and together, away from the ears. Lift
chest up to not dump into wrists.  

 reaches away from the shoulders; chin can lift or not. 

 are focused ahead or slightly up. 



Plank Pose-Low Plank Pose /Chatturanga
A high push-up position to low push-up position.

Feet

Knees

Hips

Shoulders

Head

Eyes 

All toepads are pressing into the ground. Heels stacked over toes.  

 are straight (or bent on ground).

  lifted off ground and level.

Shoulders come down and together, elbows straight then bend 90 degrees and
hug close to the ribs.   

 reaches away from the shoulders.

Eyes are focused 3 inches ahead of the
mat to allow for the back of your neck
to be long.  



Feet

Knees

Hips

Shoulders

Head

Eyes 

Warrior I / Virabhadrasana I
From Tadasana, step one foot back (next time you will step back with the other).
Bend the front knee up to 90 degrees.

Front foot is at 12 o’clock, back foot
(based on side) at 2 o’clock or 10
o’clock.

Front knee bent up to 90 degrees
and back leg is straight.

Hips are squared to the front edge
of the mat. 

Shoulders are soft and arm bones
raise up overhead, squared forward.  

Head lifting up high.

Eyes are focused ahead or slightly
up. 



Feet

Knees

Hips

Shoulders

Head

Eyes 

Warrior II / Virabhadrasana II
From Tadasana, step one foot back (next time you will step back with the other).
Bend the front knee up to 90 degrees, arms to a “T.”

Front foot is at 12 o’clock, back foot
(based on side) at 3 o’clock or 9 o’clock.

Front knee bent up to 90 degrees and
back leg is straight.

Hips are squared to the side edge of the
mat. 

Shoulders are soft and arm bones raise
up a “T.”

Head centered over shoulders, looking
over front bent leg.

Eyes are focused ahead over the front
middle finger.



Feet

Knees

Hips

Shoulders

Head

Eyes 

Triangle Pose / Trikonasana
From Tadasana, step one foot back (next time you will step back with the other), keep
the front knee bent.

Front foot is at 12 o’clock, back foot (based on side) at 3 o’clock or 9 o’clock.

 front knee straight and back leg is straight.

 are squared to the side edge of the mat. 

Shoulders are stacked. One arm reaching up and one arm reaching down.   

Head centered and reaching away from the hips, either look up, down, or center. 

 are focused the direction the head is pointing.



Feet

Knees

Hips

Shoulders

Head

Eyes 

Laying Down Butterfly Pose /
Supta Baddha Konasana

From lying on the back, bring the soles of the feet to touch, let the knees drop
open, and bring one hand to the heart and one to the belly.

Feet are touching together.

Knees bent and dropping open.

Hips soft on the ground.

Shoulders are tucked under to allow
broad collar bones.  

Head centered and restful. 

Eyes are closed or soft gaze.



Feet

Knees

Hips

Shoulders

Head

Eyes 

Wheel Pose / Chakrasana
From lying on the back, bend knees, hands by shoulders and press up.  

Facing 12 o’clock or slightly out, roughly in line with the hips (can take a wider
stance if that helps the back).

Knees are bent or straight, based on your back.

Hips press up and open.

Shoulders are pressing away from the ears and together, hands rotate out
slightly to allow the shoulders to press in and up.

Head drops open with the neck supported and throat open.

Eyes look at hands or feet, again based on spine flexibility.



Head

Eyes 

Feet

Knees

Hips

Shoulders

Corpse Pose / Savasana
This is my favorite pose. It is a time of active rest. The body lying flat with no
movement and thoughts at bay.

 relaxed to the side.

Knees bent or straight based on your lower back needs.

 heavy, sinking into the mat. 

Shoulders underneath with arm bones relaxed further out.  

 can rock to the side or not. 

 are closed or a soft gaze.



Elements
I use the elements to invoke a vision in my body. 

Air : 

The element of air should help you invoke a vision of being light as a feather
and, obviously, relates to my breath.

Water : 

This element helps us be in flow. Breathing in sync with poses and easily
moving between postures. 

Fire:

This element is used to help you literally warm up and bring heat to your
practice. This can be done with specific poses and breathwork. 

Earth : 

This element is used to help us become grounded down and more stable. 

Not a typical element per se, but one used to help us expand out in all directions.
It helps remind us to move big and take up space. 

Space :



Reach out to Megan to receive
10% off any one service!


